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Eric. K. van DOUWEN 
We show that the group of trivial automorphisms of P(w)/fin is not simple. Via a result of 
Shelah it follows that it is consistent that the entire automorphism group of P(o)/fin (= the 
autohomeomorphism group of @\w) is not simple. 
Question 1 of [ 11 asks if the automorphism group of a homogeneous Ba is simple. 
Here Ba abbreviates Boolean algebra, and a Ba A is called hamogeneous if for each 
a E A it is isomorphic to the factor Ba A 1 a = {x E A: XC a). 
Koppelberg has recently given a counterexample from CH; her example even has 
a dense countable subset [2]. The main purpose of this paper is to point out the 
unexpected fact that it is consistent that the automorphism group of the well-known, 
but not well-understood, Ba P(N)/fin is not simple. By contrast this automorphism 
group is known to be simple under CH.’ 
The key to our proof is Shelah’s result that it is consistent that all automorphisms 
of P@J)/fin are trivial. What we really do is show that the group Tz of trivial 
automorphisms of P(o)/fin is not simple, in ZFC. We also include results about 
the way this group acts on P(w)/fin. 
Throughout K denotes an infinite cardinal, always clear from context, and 5!(~) 
denotes the quotient Ba P(K)/[K]<~, where as usual [K]<~ = {X E K: 1x1 -C K}. So 
!?(o)/fin = L%!(o). We have no real results about S(K) for K > w, but mention it 
anyway because we find the similarities and differences between 9(o) and 4 (K ), 
for K > w, interesting. 
’ See Notes by the referee (1). 
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We need some notation that enables us to work with S(K) inside of P(K). For 
x, YES)(K) 
X E* Y means IX\YI< K, 
X=*YmeansXE*Yc-*X, 
Xc*YmeansX- c*Ybut YG*X. 
For X E P( K ) let X* denote the =*-equivalence class of Then S!(K) is {X*: X E 
p(K)}, and we have such obvious results as 
X”A Y*=(xn Y)“, X”S y” iff Xc” 
We are quite liberal with functions. The imagef’x under f is defined even 
if X G dam(f): f ‘X is defined to be 
f is f ‘X = {x E dom(f ): f(x) the composition 
f 0 g of two functions f and g is defined even if ra ; it is the obvious 
function with domain g’ dom( f) = {x E dam(g): g( 
Finally, the automorphism group of a Ba A is denoted by Aut(A). 
3. Trivial autmnorpbisms 
Since elements of %(K) determine elements of P(K) exCept for a Set of Size less 
than K, the trivial automorphisms of sl( K) should be determined by 
TK = {r E K x K : T is a bijection from dom( 7) to ran( 7) and 
IK\dom( 7)1+ Irc\ran( a)1 < K}. 
This is a semigroup under composition. For each T E TK the set theoretic inverse 
7-l of T, which is the obvious bijection from ran( 7) to dom( T), belongs to TK, but 
it is not necessarily the inverse of T in the group theoretic sense, since 7-l 0 T is the 
identity of only dam(r), which need not be all of K. H e TK is not a group. 
One turns TK into a group by “ignoring sets of card 
The purely algebraic way to do this is: It is easy to see that for each TE TK and 
for all X, YE P(K) we have 7-X =* T* Y if X =* Y. Hence we can associate with 
eves y T E Tx an automorphism of s(K) by defining 
7*(x*) = (T-+x)*, for x E g(K). 
It is easily seen that (cr 0 T)* = o* 0 T*, a, 7 E TK, and that (T-l)* = (7*)-l, 7 E TK. 
Hence Tz = {T*: T E T,} is a subgroup of Aut(%( K)). We call members of Tz trivial 
automorphism of 9 (K). 
There is a slightly different point of view: The equivalence relation =* on TK, 
defined by 
(+ =* 7 iff I{XE K: a(x)# T(X)}I<K for a, 7E TK, 
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is a congruence, and the quotient semigroup TJ = * is a group (since T 0 7-l =* id,, 
for all r E T,). It is not hard to see that a* = r* iff G =* r, o, 7 E T,, hence Tz may 
be identified with TK/ =* . 
Topologists may prefer an alternate description of r* for T E Tz: Let u(K) denote 
the space of uniform ultrafilters over K. r extends to a homeomorphism of 
cl,, dom( 7) onto cl,, ran(r); as dalm( r) and ran(r) are co - <K, r* = r 1 U(K) is 
an autohorneomorphism of V(K). 
. Nothing but triviality 
A classical result of Rudin is that under CH almost every automorphism of 9(o) 
is nontrivial, i.e., that Aut( 9 (w)) f Tz since IAut( 9 (@))I= 2’ under CH, but 1 Tzl= c, 
in ZFC 13, 4.71. 
Shelah has more recently shown that CH is essential, since he has oracled that 
it is consistent with ZFC that every automorphism of S(w) is trivial, i.e., that 
Aut(9 (w)) = Tz, [S, 4.5 on p. 1311. Hence we have shown that it is consistent that 
Aut(s(w )) is not simple if we prove, in ZFC, that Tz is not simple. By contrast, 
as mentioned in Section 1, Aut@((o)) is simple under CH.* 
The obvious question the results of Rudin and Sirelah suggest is: 
uestion .I. Let K > w. Is the statement Aut(g (K)) = Tz true? Consistent? False? 
Consistently false? 
5. A fortuitous error 
Let SK denote the permutation group of K, and let Sz = (c*: (7~ SK}, or, 
equivalently, Sz = SK/ =*. This is the group of very trivial automorphisms of .!2( K). 
Some people seem to have thought that Aut(.9( w)) is simple in Shelah’s model 
(the model where Aut@ (0)) = Yz), because T$ looks like Sz, which Schreier and 
Ulam have proved simple 14, Satz I]. 
My own reason for thinking Au@!(w)) is simple in Shelah’s model is that I 
recalled Shelah’s result verbally, as saying that it is consistent hat all automorphisms 
of 9’(w) are trivial, but could only think of the very trivial automorphisms. Once I 
realized this error I had the natural candidate for a nontrivial normal subgroup of 
Tz , namely Sz. 
Tz turns out to have a very simple structure: 7’z/Sz is isomorphic to Z, and a 
nontrivial subgroup of Tz is normal iff it is a supergroup of Sz. In particular, Tz 
has exactly one subgroup of index 2, and therefore we can classify the automorphisms 
of 9 (w ) as being even or odd; one can see inside d (of whether automorphisms 
are even or odd. 
* Ser: Notes by the referee (1). 
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For K > w the situation is quite different; We point out in Section 6 that Sz = Tz 
if cd ) w. 
6.1. There is a homomorphism h* from Tz onto Z with kernel Sz. (In 
particular, T$ # St .) 
Proof. Define a function h : Tw + Z by 
h(r)=lw\ran(r)l-lo\dom(r)19 VE To, 
i.e., h measures how far T ic from being =*- equivalent to a permutation of o by 
telling how much o\ran( 7) is too big or too small (compared to o\dom(r)). 
1. (VU, ~6 Tw)[a =* v+h(er) = h(T)]. 
Proof of Claim 1. Consider any a, T E T, with u =* T. We may assume without loss 
of generality that (P exttinds T, and therefore 
w\dOm(r) = (o\dom(a)) <J (dom(a)\dom(r)); and 
u\ran( 7) = (o\ran( 0)) G (ran( a)\ran( 7)) 
(disjoint unions). As u maps dom( a)\dom( r) onto ran(a)\ran( T), because o 
extends T, it follows that 
om( r)( - (o\dom(g)l = Iw\ran( r)l - l&\ran( a)l, 
rjecause of Claim 1 we can define h": Tz +Z! by 
h*(T*)= h(T), TE TW. 
Then: 
h is a homomorphism. 
2. Consider any U, T E TW. We must show h(cro~)= h(a)+h(T). 
Because of Claim 1 we may assume without loss of generality that dom( o) = ran( 7). 
Then dom( o 0 T) = dom( 7) and ran(o 0 T) = ran(a), hence 
h(o) + h( 7) = Iw\ran(c+)l - lw\dom(a)( + Iw\ran( 7)) - lo\dom( 7)) 
= lo\ran( o)I - lo\dom( r)l = lo\ran( o 0 T)I - lo\dom( u 0 T)I 
= h(a 0 7). 
To prove h* maps Tz onto Z it suffices to prove: 
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3. If s E T, is the shift, i.e., s(n) = n + 1, n E o, then &m(s) = 8 and 
ran(s) = o\(O), hence h(s) = 1. 
Finally, it is clear that ker( h*) = 235. Cl 
For K > o the situation is quite different: 
it10 .2. If K>W, then Tz=Sz. 
roof. For TE TK define 
D(T) - 1~ .-z K: (V~>~)[T~(X) defined]}, I(T) = D( 7) n D( 7-l). 
Clearly r r Z(r) is a permutation of 1(r), hence it extends to a permutation of K. 
Therefore we show that T is =* -equivalent o a permutation of K if we show 
]K\~(T)( < K. So we must prove l~\D(r)l< bc and !K\D(~-‘)I < K. By symmetry it 
suffices to prove 01;~l.g JK\D(T)~ C K: For each x E K\D(T) there is a (unique) R(x) E me) 
such that 
P(X) defined iff n < k(x). 
For all x E K\D(T) we have 7’(x) (x) E K\dOm(r). Also, for all x f y E K\D( 7) we 
have k@) P k(y) or ?)(x) f rk’Y’(y). Therefore 
X*(k(X), 7k(X)(X)), x E K\D(T) 
is an injection from K\D(T) into w x (K\dOm( 7)). Cl 
The proof that Sz is simple, [4, Satz 11, also shows Sz is simple for K > w. 
Therefore Proposition 6.2 implies that Tz is simple for K > to. Hence a special case 
of Question 4.1 is: 
uestion 6.3. If K > w is Aut(s(K)) simple?’ 
11 normal subgroups of Tz 
The structure of the lattice of normal subgroups of Tz is very simple: 
. A subgroup G of Tz is normal iff ICI= 11 or GE {(h”)‘kZ: k E N). 
roof. Sufficiency is clear. Now consider any normal subgroups G of Tz with 
ICI> 1. Since ker(h*) = Sz we prove there is ke N with G = (h*)‘kZ if we phove 
23: E G. Since Sz is simple, [4, Satz 11, we prove Sz c G if we prove IG n SZI > 1. 
So consider any y E TW with y* E G but y #* id,. For each T E T, we have 
3 See Notes by the referee (2). 
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h(vyv-‘0 y-‘)=O (hence (v~oT-’ 6 y-l)* E S$) and also (7 0 y 0 T-’ 0 y-l)* E 
G (because G is normal). Therefore we prove ]G n Sz]> 1 if we find TE T, with 
TOY07 -I 0 y-’ #* id,, or, eqUiVahltly, with T 0 y #" y 0 T. 
As y #* id, there is a strictly increasing function k : w + dom( y) such t 
(Vn~o)[y(k,)<~+,andifn>O,then~_~~y(k,)andy(~”)#%]. (1) 
Note that 
Wn, m E o)[Y&) # kmlw 
Define by CO+W 
I 
k2 n+3, if i=k,, for a (unique) R E 0, 
o(i)= kz,,, 
I 
if i = kZni3 for a (unique) n c 0, 
i, otherwise. 
Then o E T’, and in fact cr E SW since u 0 c = id,. Also, for each n E o 




hence soy f* yea. q 
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Notes 
(1) Van Douwen did not give a reference for this result; he obviously thought it 
was folklore (summer 1983). After having seen a first version of the present paper, 
P. Sti5panek asked several mathematicians including van Douwen, S. Shelah, and 
S. Koppelberg, for the proof (September 1985); none of them had a procf. The first 
proofs I know about were given by S. Fuchino (November 1985) and ubin 
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(February 1986). Rubin’;; proof will arrpear in his joint article with StBpGnek on 
homogeneous Boolean algebras in: Handbook of Boolean Algebras, J.D. iulonk, ed. 
(North-Holland, Amsterdam). Fuchino’5 proof is in his P1.D. Thesis, Freie Universi- 
tiit BerXn, 1968. 
(2) Zt is, since for K > w, .S(K) is not only homogeneous but also cr-complete. 
See e.g. the comments to Question 1 in [ 11. 
